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Dwelling on Hubert Dreyfus´ reading of Merleau-Ponty, the author presents the fundamental claims 

of Phenomenology of perception as a powerful antidote to the Cartesian framework that tacitly shapes 

most of the modern questioning about our mind´s capacity to understand the world “outside”.  After 

introducing Merleau-Ponty´s place within the phenomenological tradition, the thesis starts by 

delineating the basic structures of the phenomenal field that precedes and underlies any possible 

differentiation between our subjective capacities and objective properties of the world (chapters 6-9). 

In a second steps, M. Tůma focuses on the intimate relationship between our sensing body and the 

perceived world, that allows Merleau-Ponty to overcome the inner-outer dichotomy and prejudicial 

assumptions that are linked to it. Towards the end, the author emphasizes the space of motivations as 

the primary background of our being-in-the-world that allows us to grasp, how we are moved by the 

world neither in a mechanistic nor in an idealistic sense: we are moved neither by mental 

representations of things, nor by their physical and causal impingements on us, but first and foremost 

by their perceived solicitations in relation to our bodily capacities. The concluding chapter about 

Merleau-Ponty later chiasmatic entanglement between the flesh of our body and the flesh of the world 

is more of an appendix, but the author´s insistence on Visible and Invisible´s continuity with (rather 

than radical shift from) the concerns and claims already presented in Phenomenology of perception 

sounds convincing.  

Among the merits of M. Tůma´s thesis, I wish to highlight the clarity of the exposition, his capacity to 

appeal to an original set of highly illustrating examples and his talent for concise summaries that 

consciously avoid the burdensome jargon of many Merleau-pontian scholars. There is an undeniable 

quality in translating Merleau-Ponty´s sometimes ambivalent, sometimes highly technical claims in 

such a straightforward manner. Furthermore, I am personally more than happy to subscribe to the 

author´s approach that emphasizes some previously underappreciated pragmatic elements in 

Merleau-Ponty´s phenomenology. “What and how manifests itself to us is determined by our practical 

interests which are expressions of this basic fact of our essentially bodily nature.” (p 15). However, I 

have some doubts about three major points of such a reading, heavily relying on Dreyfus´ 

reappropriation of Merleau-Ponty.  

I. The issue of practical interests: 

The first thing is the narrowing of “practical interests” to the naturalistic drive of survival: “These 

interests are, in the most general terms, to survive and to do so as competently as possible.“ (p. 15). I 

believe that even though we never completely overcome our animal drives, we transform them so 

radically that it is impossible to say that all our conduct and social interaction might be summarized 

under the headline of “the most competent” modalities of survival. I invite the author to read the 

passage where Merleau-Ponty emphasizes the reciprocity between supposedly animal and 

institutionalized aspects of human existence:  

“It is impossible to superimpose upon man both a primary layer of behaviors that could be called 

“natural” and a constructed cultural or spiritual world. For man, everything is constructed and 

everything is natural, in the sense that there is no single word or behavior that does not owe 

something to mere biological being – and, at the same time, there is no word or behavior that 

does not break free from animal life, that does not deflect vital behaviors from their direction 



through a sort of escape and a genius for ambiguity that might well serve to define man” 

(Merleau-Ponty 2012, 195). 

For Merleau-Ponty, all biological impulses are transformed in human existence through being subject 

of societal demands, even though all conducts bear witness of their evolutionary origins and the 

natural forces that first produced them. That is why I find the author´s approach rather reductionist in 

comparison with Merleau-Ponty´s more dialectical way of thinking.  

II. The “Maximum grip story“ and its limits  

To read Merleau-Ponty through the lens of Dreyfus also leads M. Tůma to put too much emphasis on 

“the maximum grip on the world” as the main criteria and guidance for our being-in-the-world. To my 

sense, such a reading distorts not only Merleau-Ponty´s phenomenology, but even more importantly, 

it distorts our understanding of the phenomena themselves.  

The first thing to note is that Merleau-Ponty has never used the term of “maximum grip”. Even though 

he sometimes refers to body´s orientation towards “prise sur le monde”, Merleau-Ponty insists much 

more on our bodily capacity to synchronize its movements with the solicitations and the salient aspects 

of things and people surrounding us, as well as with the flow of the situation.  

If we put aside the concern of faithfulness to Merleau-Ponty´s phenomenology, we might worry if this 

is the best description of our relation to phenomenal field. Consider the following two ways of losing 

one´s equilibrium with the situation.  

How should I get a maximum grip on the avalanche that threatens to crush my body under the tons of 

snow? My synchronizing here will be rather a flight or crouching, but to say that crouching down is a 

way of getting a maximum grip on the situation seems a little far-stretched or at least uninformative.  

Even more importantly, the “maximum grip story” (sic!) cannot account for the feeling of sublime that 

I can experience in front of the masses of ocean waters, at the edge of a precipice or behind the infinity 

of heavens. To be sure, we might consider such cases as instances of a specific kind of synchronization 

between the insignificance of my body size in comparison with the overwhelming scales of Nature. 

However, they contradict Dreyfus´claim that everything I do is at the bottom guided by my attempt to 

get a maximum grip on the situation, uncritically rephrased by Martin Tůma.  

III. The relation between our bodily coping skills and conceptual capacities  

My third objection concerns an important issue that I have found rather underdeveloped in M. Tůma´s 

thesis. He seems to claim that all our understanding is grounded upon our coping skills and that even 

our rational capacities are derivative with regards to our spontaneous bodily grip on the world. Thus, 

according to both Dreyfus and Tůma, the basic level of our experience is “pre-conceptual and pre-

objective” and “serves as grounds for all higher cognitive capacities” (p. 11) Also, “all higher order 

meaning, conceptually articulated or not, is derivative of this primordial significance things have for 

the body, it is grounded in this domain of our immediate contact with the world.” (p. 15).  

I agree that one can find in Phenomenology of perception several passages, where Merleau-Ponty 

strives to unearth what he calls the “unreflected” or “anteprédicatif” life. However, these passages are 

strategically used in order to defend the claim that our “perceptual faith” in the veracity of perceived 

world is not a matter of judgment, but rather of our vital and bodily entanglement with our Umwelt. 

What should be resisted, to my sense, is the layer-cake structure that M. Tůma (in his uncritical reliance 

on Dreyfus´ interpretation) suggests: at the basis, there would be strictly non-conceptual coping skills, 

while on the top of the cake, there would be our “higher cognitive functions”, unilaterally dependent 



or “derivative” upon the self-sufficient, our bodily drives towards survival or maximum grip on the 

situation. If the author claims to “solve the problem of the grounds of reason“ (p. 30), he should revise 

his claims about the vertical derivation of our conceptual capacities in the light of passage like the one 

I have quoted above. (Merleau-Ponty 2012, 195). With regard to this question, it is a pity that two 

important critical assessments of Dreyfus´ use of Merlau-Ponty are missing from M. Tůma´s 

bibliography: Berendzen´s critical engagement with Dreyfus´ simplifications in his “Coping without 

Foundations” (International Journal of Philosophical Studies, Vol. 18(5), 629–649, Jakub Čapek´s 

rejection of the “primacy of practice” thesis with regards to Merleau-Ponty in the Pragmatic 

Perspectives in Phenomenology (ed. by O. Švec and J. Čapek).  

These three questions, I think, deserve be debated during the BA thesis defense, in which the author 

should be able to show at least some capacity to critically assess Dreyfus´ sometimes oversimplified 

presentations of Merleau-Ponty´s phenomenology. Depending on the course of this defense, I propose 

to evaluate the submitted thesis as “výborně” or “velmi dobře”.  
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